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Introduction
The phenomenon of fluorescence has almost 500 years of history with the first observations described in 1560 by Bernandino de Sahagun and Monardes who were studying an infusion known as lignum nephriticum. 1 The term fluorescence was proposed by Stokes in 1852 to describe the dispersion of light when passing through a solution of quinine. 2 In subsequent studies, Pierre showed that the fluorescent spectrum of a compound can be changed as a function of the solvent and reagents, 3 while Goppelsröder first proposed the concept of fluorescence analysis. 4 Since these ground--breaking contributions, the field of fluorescence has expanded dramatically with concurrent advances in chemistry, biology and engineering to address issues related to the study of living systems and personalized medicine. In fact, two recent Nobel Prize awards, for the discovery and development of the Green Fluorescent Protein (2008) 5 and for the development of super--resolved fluorescent microscopy (2014) 6 epitomize such advances. In turn, the quest for new fluorophores with increased versatility, sensitivity and quantitative capabilities continues to expand. 7 As compared to other methods, such as isotope labeling, magnetic resonance imaging, electron spin resonance and electrochemical detection, fluorescence imaging is advantageous due to its high sensitivity, minimal invasiveness and safe detection. 8 Small molecule--based fluorescent probes have become indispensable tools in biology since they can provide dynamic information, such as localization and quantification of the molecules of interest without the need for genetic engineering of the sample. 9 10 In general, issues related to localization can be addressed by combining a binding unit that selectively recognizes a target analyte with a fluorescent chromophore that is sensitive to the presence of the target. Translating a given fluorescence response to quantity of analyte requires the response to be independent of external factors (e.g. light source, light path geometry, sample bleaching, concentration etc) but also chromophore concentration. 11 The above challenges have prompted the development of dyes with dual emission that either present an isosbestic point or an environment--independent emission band for calibration. In this article, we focus on environment--sensitive dyes (specifically, a class of dyes with segmental mobility referred to as fluorescent molecular rotors), which have gained tremendous popularity as microscale viscosity sensors. 12 Molecular rotors with dual emission and compound dyes with reference emission have recently gained some attention. In this article, we provide the foundation for measurements with dual--emission dyes, and we present criteria that guide the rational design of such ratiometric dye systems. We also show some applications, discuss how these applications impose additional design constraints, and we compare engineered dual--emission dyes to alternative concepts realized with related dyes.
Dual--emission fluorophores
The significance of dual--emission dyes stems from their ability to cancel out several external factors that influence emission intensity. For low dye concentrations, an approximate relationship between emission intensity I em and quantum yield Φ F can be given as (1) where I ex is the intensity of the excitation beam, c the dye concentration, and g an instrument--specific factor that combines the instrument's geometry and collection efficiency, and the instrument's sensor and gain factors. 13 Many spectroscopic instruments provide intensities as unitless values, primarily on account of g. Even photon--counting instruments are subject to instrument--specific geometry and collection efficiency, and the value of g is usually unknown. Although calibration with quantum yield standards is sometimes possible for spectrometers, the task becomes extremely challenging for fluorescent microscopes where the illumination field is non--homogeneous and local concentrations can vary within the sample. If a second and distinctly separate emission peak exists - we can think of it as a reference emission I ref -the ratio of the two emissions Please do not adjust margins Please do not adjust margins becomes independent of local concentration and instrument factors:
This concept remains valid when the second emission is not a constant reference but rather varies with environmental factors. Two examples are the well--known dual--emission dyes 6--propionyl--2--dimethylaminonaphthalene (PRODAN, 1) 14 and 1--anilinonaphthalene--6--sulfonic acid (ANS, 3)
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( Fig. 1) . Both dyes are polarity probes due to the formation of excited--state intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) complexes, and both dyes continuously shift their emission wavelength from approximately 400 nm in apolar solvents to 460 nm (ANS) and 525 nm (PRODAN) in highly polar media, such as water ( Fig.  2A) . 16 To illustrate the concept given in Equation 2, the hydrophobic PRODAN derivative LAURDAN (6--dodecanoyl--2--dimethylaminonaphthalene, 2) is a well--known cell membrane dye, and the polarity of the cell membrane is quantified by general polarization (GP), which is defined as the difference of the emission intensities at 435 nm and 500 nm divided by the sum of these intensities. 17 Since the factors I ex , c and g are common to both intensities, they cancel out in the value of GP (Fig. 2) .
Fig. 1. Chemical structures of PRODAN, LAURDAN and ANS
Selected additional examples of dual--emission fluorophores are highlighted in Fig. 3 . For instance, N--phenyl--2,3--naphthalimide (4a) was found to exhibit dual emission at approximately 400 and 500 nm that originate from a molecular conformation in which the phenyl and naphthalimide rings are either orthogonal or coplanar to each other. 18 Nandhikonda and Heagy have shown that incorporating various substituents at the periphery of the naphthalimide core can produce fluorescent dyes with interesting applications.
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For example, compound 4b exhibits a dual emission that is conducive to ratiometric detection of DNA and suitable for applications in white--light emitting fluorophores. 19a On the other hand, compound 4c was designed to bind to the α--helical region of cardiac troponin I allowing its ratiometric detection at clinically relevant concentrations. 19c Similarly, peripheral functionalization of the related N--aryl--1,8--naphthalimide scaffold (5a) produces fluorescent dyes for various applications.
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As compared to 5a, the pyridyl derivative 5b was shown to shift both absorption and emission bands toward the red, while attachment of a boronic acid unit at the phenyl ring produced compound 5c that is amenable to ratiometric detection of carbohydrates. Dual fluorescence was observed in various organic solvents with aminobenzanilide derivatives such as DMDMBA (6) . In this case, the charge--transfer (CT) emission shifted to the red with increasing solvent polarity from cyclohexane (480 nm) to diethyl ether (520 nm). 22 A blue shift was observed between diethyl ether and THF (424 nm) and a bathochromic shift in acetonitrile (484 nm). This unusual behavior was ascribed to two competitive CT channels, one whose CT reaction occurs from the amido aniline to benzoyl moiety in nonpolar solvents and the other from the dimethylamino group to the benzanilide in polar solvents. Similarly, dual fluorescence emission has been recorded for certain azulene derivatives. 30 and carbohydrates. 31 One representative example of a fluorescent chemosensor is presented in Fig. 3 . Cyclophane derivative 7 has been reported to bind to carboxylic acids in organic media and change its emission in a ratiometric fashion. 32 This compound displays dual emission at 330 and 390 nm when excited at 300 nm in dichloromethane. On the other hand, compound 8 is a representative of a near--infrared dye that fluoresces at two different wavelengths, approximately at 700 and 800 nm, (dichromic fluorescence). Dye 8 was shown to bind to protein kinase B and quantitatively report this enzyme's activity in real time. 33 Induction of structural asymmetry amplifies the dichromic fluorescence and provides an interesting contrast mechanism to detect and quantify activities of biomolecules in cells and tissues.
Fluorescent molecular rotors
Fluorescent molecular rotors are an emerging class of environment--sensitive fluorophores that are defined by their ability to undergo an intramolecular twisting motion in their excited state. 34 The first recognized and widely studied fluorescent molecular rotor is 4,4--dimethylaminobenzonitrile (DMABN, 9) (Fig. 4) . The intriguing fluorescence behaviour of 9 was initially attributed by Lippert et al to solvent--induced reversal of polarization states. 35 More recently, Rotkiewicz and Grabowsky proposed that the fluorescence of 9 is due to the existence of twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) states. 34, 36 This hypothesis provides a general model for all fluorescent molecular rotors. In parallel, Förster and Hoffmann proposed a theory, based on the classical Debye--Stokes--Einstein microfriction concept, which quantitatively explained the relationship between solvent microviscosity and emission quantum yield of dyes with their ability to perform intramolecular rotation. 37 These fluorescent dyes have rapidly gained high popularity as viscosity sensors in many fields, such as, for example, in cells and model membranes 38 , to monitor polymerization processes 39 and to observe protein conformation and assembly. (9) showing the two different planes of the donor and acceptor groups. The lowest--energy ground--state conformation, where the benzene and dimethylamino planes are approximately parallel, can be converted into a higher--energy twisted conformation, where the two planes are perpendicular to each other, by rotation around the nitrogen--benzene single bond.
Typically, the structure of a fluorescent molecular rotor is composed of an electron donor group that is in conjugation with an electron acceptor group through a network of alternating single and double bonds (Fig. 4A) . At the ground state (S 0 ), the π--orbitals are aligned due to an extended conjugation and thus, the molecule adopts a planar (or near planar) conformation, which is the lowest energetic conformation (Fig. 4B) . Upon photoexcitation at wavelength λ ex the dye undergoes intramolecular charge transfer from the donor to acceptor, whereby it reaches a planar locally--excited state (S 1 LE ). Under the influence of the excited state charge separation, the molecule rapidly twists around a single bond and assumes the lowest energy conformation of the excited state (S 1 TICT ) (Fig. 5 ). This intramolecular rotation occurs around the σ--bonds that connect the electronically rich donor with the acceptor.
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Please do not adjust margins Usually, the intramolecular rotation rate (κ R ) is higher than the fluorescence deexcitation rate (κ LE ) and thus, the quantum yield from the S 1 LE state is very low (Fig 6) . From the twisted conformation, deexcitation occurs with photon emission at λ em TICT . Since the energy difference between excited and ground state is lower in the twisted than in the planar conformation, photon emission from the twisted conformation is red--shifted over emission from the LE conformation (λ em TICT > λ em LE ). Along these lines, hindrance of intramolecular rotation can be interpreted as an increase of the energy barrier between planar and twisted excited--state which reduces the κ R and thus favors deexcitation from the planar conformation. In fact, in the extreme case of glass--forming solvents at 77 °K, the dye cannot rotate and thus it emits exclusively from the S 1 LE state with a quantum yield of near unity. 42 As shown in Fig. 6A , two channels account for the relaxation of the excited fluorescent molecular rotor to the planar ground state. The first channel involves direct deexcitation with photon emission from the S 1 LE to the S 0 state and reflects the fluorescent behavior of conventional intramolecular charge--transfer (ICT) fluorophores. The second channel involves intramolecular twisting to the S 1 TICT followed by relaxation to the S 0 TICT state via photon emission and subsequent non--radiative relaxation to the planar S 0 state. Photon emission from the second channel takes place when the S 1 TICT - S 0 TICT energy gap is large enough (roughly 1.5--3.0 eV for photons in the visible to near--infrared range) and produces a distinct red--shifted second emission band (λ em TICT > λ em LE ).
DMABN, for example, has a distinct dual emission due to radiative relaxation from both the S 1 LE and the S 1 TICT states.
Conversely, if the S 1 TICT -S 0 TICT energy gap is very small, no photons are emitted from the S 1 TICT state to the S 0 TICT and ultimately to the planar ground state (Fig 6B) . Fluorophores with this profile, such as DCVJ (10), exhibit a single emission band at wavelength λ em LE .
The environmental sensitivity of fluorescent molecular rotors can be rationalized by considering: (a) the effect of solvent polarity to the stability of the polar excited state; and (b) the effect of solvent microviscosity to the ability of the excited dye to undergo intramolecular twisting, i.e. the intramolecular rotation rate κ R . Polar solvents stabilize the S 1 TICT state over the S 1 LE state. In addition, due to the larger dipole moment of the excited TICT state, they cause a stronger bathochromic shift of the TICT emission as compared to the LE emission. On the other hand, viscous solvents increase the energy barrier between planar and twisted states, which reduces intramolecular rotation rate (κ R ) and thus favors deexcitation from the S 1 LE state.
In dyes like DCVJ (10) that exhibit non--radiative emission from the twisted excited state, the fluorescence quantum yield (from the planar excited state) increases by increasing the viscosity of the solvent. In this latter case, the quantum yield Φ F is known to obey a power--law relationship with the solvent viscosity (3) where Φ 0 is the dye's intrinsic quantum yield, σ is a dye constant, and x depends on both dye and solvent. This relationship, often referred to as the Förster--Hoffmann equation, 37 holds over several magnitudes of viscosity. Equation (3) could be used to calculate the solvent's viscosity from a measured quantum yield. Fluorescent quantum yield Φ F and lifetime τ are directly related through (4) where τ N is the natural lifetime, that is, the lifetime in the absence of nonradiative deexcitation. Measurement of a fluorophore's lifetime allows to calculate its quantum yield and, in turn, the microviscosity of the environment. 43 Many fluorescent molecular rotors show a low quantum yield in most solvents and their fluorescence lifetime can be in the range of 100 ps or less. Lifetime instrumentation can be rather complex for fluorophores whose lifetime is far below the nanosecond range, thus steady--state instrumentation is more commonly used. Since steady--state instruments generally measure emission intensity, quantum yield is not easily accessible because emission intensity depends not only on Φ F , but also on a number of external factors, such as fluorophore concentration, excitation intensity, absorption along the optical path, and instrument collection efficiency and gain (Equation 1). Steady--state fluoroscopy is therefore limited to relative measurements. Such limitations can be overcome if a second emission exists that can serve as calibration or reference emission. Ideally, the second emission band would
TICT fluorophores with dual emission
Some molecular rotors exhibit natural emission in two bands. As briefly presented in section 2, DMABN (9) exhibits dual emission due to: (a) the larger S 1 --S 0 energy gap in the planar conformation leading to emission at 350 nm; and (b) the reduced S 1 --S 0 energy gap in the twisted conformation causing an emission at 450 nm. The red--shifted band is more susceptible to solvent polarity, while solvents of higher viscosity decrease the quantum yield of the red--shifted band and increase that of the blue--shifted band.
Selected examples of TICT fluorophores with dual emission are illustrated in Fig. 7 . Methylation of adenosine at the N 6 position produces DMA (11) that exhibits dual fluorescence emission at 330 and 500 nm. 44 The red--shifted emission is proposed to derive from the TICT state and dominates in aprotic solvents but is quenched in protic solvents. The fluorescence quantum yield of the short wavelength emission increases by three orders of magnitude when the temperature is lowered at 80 °K in accordance with the behaviour of normal nucleic acid bases, while the fluorescence emission from the TICT state is temperature independent. Likewise, the dual fluorescence of N--ethyl isoquinolinium 12 results from two nearby excited states in which the ethyl group of the nitrogen can reside parallel or perpendicular to the aromatic ring. (Fig. 7) exhibits dual emission in aprotic solvents and a single emission in protic solvents. 46 The presence of two different conformations of this molecule at the ground state leads to two close--lying excited states thereby resulting in dual fluorescence. A charge transfer state has been identified as the source of the long wavelength anomalous fluorescence.
Compound 14 (Fig.  7) represents an interesting example of a pentamethine dye containing a rotating aldehyde group. 47 This compound exhibits dual emission at 456 and 650 nm likely due to intramolecular charge transfer to an energetically higher orbital (LUMO+1 or S 2 excited state) from which deexcitation leads to emission at 456 nm. A rotation of the aldehyde group by 90° reduces the energy level to the S 1 excited state from which radiative emission occurs at 650 nm. Interestingly, this pentamethine dye has also two absorption bands at 400 nm (related to the S 0 --S 2 transition) and 600 nm, related to the S 0 --S 1 transition. The ratio of the emission intensities at 650 and 456 nm shows power--law relationship to solvent viscosity. Due to its hydrophilic character, this dye was proposed for cell viscosity imaging.
Compound 15 represents an application of a TICT fluorophore with dual emission for the ratiometric sensing of amino acids (Fig. 8) . 48 Placement of an amino acid sensor, composed of a guanidinium ion and a crown ether, in proximity to a TICT dye, based on the dimethylamino benzoic acid structure, via a rigid scaffold such as cholic acid, 49 produces sensor 15. The design is based on the principle that binding of an amino acid to the sensor unit would induce changes in the polarity and/or steric hindrance around the TICT fluorophore thus altering the ratio of TICT/LE fluorescence emission. Indeed, this intensity ratio decreased with an increase in the concentration of N--acetyl--D--phenylalanine. Based on these experiments the apparent binding constant of this amino acid was determined at 7.0 µM. Fig.  9 ) that can rotate around the linear diyne linker and shows two emission bands, at 710 nm and 780 nm. 50 Similarly to single--emission fluorescent molecular rotors, the ratio of their intensities shows a power--law relationship with solvent viscosity. The remarkable non--linear optical properties, high intracellular uptake, photostability and favorable photophysical properties of 16 open the way for potential applications in photodynamic therapy of cancer.
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Please do not adjust margins An alternative design of a single TICT fluorophore with dual emission profile is based on tautomerism. Thus, the isoquinoline derivative MDP--BIQ (17, Fig. 10 ) shows dual fluorescence with band positions and intensities that are solvent dependent. 51 The dual fluorescence arises from the two valence tautomers of this compound, one aromatic and one conjugated but not aromatic, each of which exhibit different fluorescent characteristics. The relatively high fluorescence quantum yield of the aromatic tautomer (0.123 versus 0.002 for the non--aromatic tautomer) makes this molecule interesting for use in sensors and other optoelectronic applications. Similarly, 3--hydroxy chromone dyes (such as 18, Fig.  10 ) exhibit two well--separated emission bands that allow a self--calibrating behavior for sensing of polarity, hydrogen bonding ability and local electrostatic fields. 52 This property has been explored for measurements of viscosity and polarity in lipid bilayers and membranes. 3--hydroxy chromone dyes are characterized by a reversible excited state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) ability that, in lipid bilayers, produces two different ground state forms: (a) the H--bonded form with water (hydrated) and (b) the non--H--bonded form (non--hydrated) that exhibit different fluorescence excitation and emission characteristics (Fig. 11) . 53 The non--hydrated form exhibits a dual emission as in aprotic solvents, while the H--bonded form exhibits a single emission similar to the spectra obtained in protic solvents. Deconvolution of their spectra in three bands provides information on the contribution of the hydrated form defined as the ratio of HN* to the sum of N*+T* bands. Moreover, the N*/T* ratio can be used as a polarity indicator. Similar solvatochromic effects based on intramolecular proton transfer have been reported for benzofluorenones. 
TICT fluorophores linked to an internal reference dye
An attractive concept is to combine an environment--sensitive dye with a reference fluorophore that is not environment--sensitive or at least shows different sensitivity. A good example for this concept was provided by Luby--Phelps et al 55 who measured intracellular viscosity by examining the emission ratio of two dyes with slightly different chemical structure such as Cy3 and Cy5. In this case, Cy3 acts as viscosity--sensitive fluorophore while the more rigid Cy5 acts as the viscosity--insensitive reference. This study shows that the emission ratio of Cy3 to Cy5 increases almost 3--fold with a 30--fold viscosity increase although the relationship is nonlinear. Inside the cell cytoplasm, the Cy3--Cy5 system indicates viscosities only slightly higher than pure PBS. Albeit innovative, this approach is limited by the assumption that the two dyes exist in equal concentration in a given environment. In turn, this restricts its application to measuring viscosity changes in homogeneous environments.
The above limitation can be circumvented by covalently linking an environment--sensitive fluorophore with a reference fluorophore. Compound 19 illustrates this concept where a ratiometric viscosity dye is produced by conjugating a viscosity--insensitive coumarin dye (internal reference) with a fluorescent molecular rotor (viscosity sensitive) (Fig. 12) . 56 This design is further discussed in the following section. The above concept was taken further toward the development of a mitochondria--specific bipartite viscosity sensor (Fig. 13) . 57 Compound 20 is composed of three parts: (a) a phosphonium cation for localization in mitochondria, (b) a coumarin dye that acts as a viscosity insensitive reference dye and (c) a phenyl--substituted boron--dipyrromethene (BODIPY) unit that acts as the viscosity--sensitive unit. Use of a phenyl ring as a linker between the BODIPY and the coumarin offers two advantages: (a) it maintains the distance and relative orientation of the coumarin and BODIPY units; and (b) it allows an efficient through--bond energy transfer. 58 The sensor showed a direct linear relationship between the fluorescence intensity ratio of BODIPY to coumarin or the fluorescence lifetime ratio and the media viscosity. Specifically, it showed two emission peaks at 427 and 516 nm that were both viscosity--sensitive, the red--shifted emission being considerably more sensitive to viscosity changes. Plotting the intensity ratio of the two bands versus the solvent viscosity revealed a direct linear relationship (R 2 = 0.995) indicating that compound 20 meets the necessary criteria for a ratiometric viscosity sensor. Similarly, a linear relationship was found between the lifetime of 20 at 516 and the solvent viscosity (R 2 = 0.997). Using this compound, the authors determined the average mitochondrial viscosity of living cells as ca 62 cP. Treatment of these mitochondria with an ionophore, e.g. monensin, increased mitochondria viscosity to ca 110 cP. The near infrared BODIPY probe 21 emits at 720 nm and shows strong quenching in the presence of copper (+2) due to photon--induced electron transfer to the copper ion (Fig.  14) . 59 Although other mono or divalent metals have little effect on the absorption and emission spectra of 21, a new fluorescence band was detected at 580 nm In the presence of aluminium (+3). It was proposed that this blue--shifted band is caused by selective binding of the aluminium ion to the piperidinobenzyl group of the sensor. 
Rational design of ratiometric mechanosensitive TICT fluorophores
The underlying idea for the dual--emission dyes covered in this article is to provide an artificial reference by covalently linking a fluorescent molecular rotor to a viscosity--insensitive reference fluorophore as shown in Fig. 15 . Emission from the reference is subject to the same factors as emission from the molecular rotor, where Φ ref is the quantum yield of the reference fluorophore and usually Φ ref ≈ 1. While this property holds for the dual--emission dyes in the previous section, our rationale is to allow more design flexibility in the design of a ratiometric sensing system.
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Please do not adjust margins To keep the emission spectra as simple as possible, the fluorescent molecular rotor is preferentially of the kind that shows only emission from the planar conformation and exhibits radiationless deexcitation in the twisted conformation. This type of dye adheres to Equation 3 with emission from its single band. Moreover, LE emission is known to be less sensitive to solvent polarity than TICT emission, because the excited--state dipole moment is lower in the planar conformation. The resulting engineered dual--emission dyes are therefore relatively robust against changes in the environment polarity. 38a, 41, 60 Theory: When we consider Equation 3, viscosity measurements rely on the accurate determination of the quantum yield. As one option, fluorescence lifetime measurements yield the solvent viscosity by combining Equations 3 and 4, and solving for the viscosity η: (5) where the different dye--dependent constants σ, τ N , and Φ 0 can be interpreted as calibration constants (much like the geometry and sensor properties of a mechanical rheometer) and combined into a single calibration constant C. In steady--state spectroscopy, no such straightforward relationship exists. However, a ratiometric measurement with reference emission yields the molecular rotor quantum yield when Equation 2 is solved for Φ F . Similar to lifetime measurements, the quantum yield obtained in this fashion can be used in Equation 3 to obtain solvent viscosity, but this measurement can be provided using lower--cost steady--state instruments. Moreover, the ratio I em /I ref can be related to the solvent viscosity by nonlinear regression, and the relationship in Equation 6 can generally be found: (6) Similar to Equation 5 , the constants C and x can be interpreted as calibration constants and obtained from the model solvents. When the environment whose viscosity is probed has similar properties as the calibration solvent, the constants C and x remain valid, and viscosity can be obtained by solving Equation 6 for η.
One key assumption that has been made is negligible absorption of emission light by the solvent. If the absorption at the rotor and reference emission wavelengths is approximately the same, Equation 6 is still valid. However, if the solvent shows clear coloration, measurements should be taken to determine absorbance or molar extinction coefficients at the rotor and reference emission wavelengths, respectively. A correction is possible, but due to the nonlinear nature of light absorption (Lambert--Beer's law), the geometry now plays a role. Specifically, if the absorption of the solvent at the rotor wavelength is A F and the absorption at the reference wavelength is A ref , Equation 6 , solved for η and given in logarithmic form, expands to (7) where d is the distance that the emission light travels through the absorbing material. Because of these additional and usually unknown variables, equation 7 is no longer useful in practice. However, if the assumption of either A F ≈ A ref or d→0 can be made, we return to Equation 6.
Resonance energy transfer: One of the most fundamental properties to consider when the rotor and reference fluorophore are brought in close proximity by covalent linking is resonance energy transfer (RET). One design strategy would aim to minimize energy transfer, but a second avenue is to make energy transfer integral part of the fluorophore design.
Minimizing energy transfer: To minimize energy transfer, either the dipole--dipole distance r needs to be maximized, or the spectral overlap J needs to be minimized. Maximizing the distance r requires the use of a long and rigid linker structure, i.e., an organic chain that does not fold back onto itself. A longer linker structure will lead to a bulkier molecule, and it decreases solubility. Minimizing the spectral overlap requires a choice of rotor and reference dyes with strongly diverging spectral properties. For example, a typical fluorescent molecular rotor has a peak excitation in the violet or blue range and blue--green emission. Far--UV excitation is often impractical, and the choice would be to minimize the spectral overlap by using a red--excited dye such as Texas Red or Rhodamine 800.
Alternatively, a reference dye can be used that has a very large Stokes shift, but an excitation peak similar to that of the molecular rotor. For example, Lucifer Yellow (excitation near 420 nm, emission peak at 540 nm) can be used with CCVJ derivatives (excitation near 405 nm, emission peak at 470 nm). The disadvantage of this method is the overlap of the emission spectra; notably reference fluorophores with very high quantum yield contribute significant emission to the molecular rotor peak. Similarly, a fluorescent molecular rotor with a very large Stokes shift (e.g. 27) can be used.
Making energy transfer part of the fluorophore design: We found that energy transfer can be desirable for two reasons. First, it allows measurement of the two emission spectra with one single excitation source and thus with a single measurement (Fig. 15) . Second, fluorescent molecular rotors are usually characterized by a very low quantum yield, unlike most environment--insensitive reference dyes whose quantum yield is near unity. With RET, relatively short linker structures are acceptable. In fact, the dipole--dipole distance r may be smaller than the Förster distance R 0 with the consequence of a high energy transfer E≈ 1. For example, E= 0.999 indicates that 99.9% of the excited energy of the reference fluorophore is transferred to the fluorescent molecular rotor and only 0.1% of the energy is measurable as reference emission. When we consider the typical quantum yield of a molecular rotor in low--viscosity solvents, the two emission intensities are balanced. This is a desirable property.
In this context, the reference dye is restricted to a role as RET donor. If this is not the case (i.e, the donor is the molecular rotor), the Förster distance, which depends on the donor quantum yield also depends on the viscosity. 13 Therefore, the reference would become viscosity--dependent as well, which violates our fundamental assumption.
Modifications of the chemical structure:
The spectral properties of both the reference moiety and the molecular rotor can be modified by chemical substitution of their functional groups. Often, the reference dye is selected from commercially available fluorescent labels with reactive groups (e.g., NHS ester). The linker unit between molecular rotor and the reference fluorophore can be adapted to specific functions as well. The basic C3 linker structure in 22 can be substituted for longer chains (e.g. 5, 6, or 8 carbon atoms) that permit lower energy transfer and thus, higher emission from the reference dye. 61 Since long linkers may lead to folding of the dye system, rigidifying the linker with unsaturated chains or rings (e.g. 19) may be beneficial In fact, the balance of reference and rotor peak between 19 and 22 is similar. 56b On the other hand, the use of a triethyleneglycol motif (e.g.
23)
increases water--solubility, but at the same time decreases energy transfer. Compared with 19 and 22, dye 23 shows strongly enhanced reference emission and reduced viscosity sensitivity (Fig. 16 ). Structural modifications of the molecular rotor unit have been reported that lead to higher quantum yield or larger Stokes shift. 63 The basic structure for a single--emission molecular rotor is dicyanovinyl N,N--dimethylaniline (25, Fig.  17 ). Replacing the aniline core of 25 with a tricyclic julolidine motif yields DCVJ (10) with a slightly higher quantum yield. It is possible to replace one of the nitrile groups of 25 with a carboxyl group (e.g. 26) and use esterification to attach the other components of the ratiometric dye (i.e, linker and reference fluorophore). The remaining nitrile group becomes the dominant ICT electron acceptor, and the primary bond of intramolecular rotation remains the vinyl--benzene single bond. More pronounced changes of the photophysical behavior are observed when the π--conjugation system is modified. For instance, replacing the benzene ring of 26 with a thiophene ring (e.g. 28) leads to a strong increase of the quantum yield with almost no change to viscosity sensitivity and a minor bathochromic shift of excitation (30 nm) and emission (15 nm). 63--64 Increasing the spatial separation of the ICT electron donor and acceptor groups causes a small bathochromic shift of the peak excitation wavelength, but a major bathochromic shift of the emission wavelength. For example, replacement of benzene by naphthalene in the basic molecular rotor structure yields viscosity--sensitive dye 27 with peak emission at 598 nm. 63 The quantum yield of 27 is about ten--fold higher than that of DCVJ, although its sensitivity (i.e., the exponent x) is reduced. Such dyes can be combined with a green--emitting reference into a single--excitation dye system that does not rely on resonance energy transfer. (24, 26) . Increasing the spatial distance between ICT electron donor and acceptor (27) causes a very strong bathochromic shift of the emission spectrum. Substitution of the benzene for a thiophene (28) increases the overall quantum yield without reducing sensitivity.
In a limited study, no significant effect was found when the dimethylamino group that serves as ICT donor is replaced by longer--chained groups, i.e., diethylamino or dibutylamino. 63 It appears possible that the donor group can be modified to provide reactive groups as well, at which functional groups can be linked. For example, a membrane--compatible ratiometric dye can be envisioned that features aliphatic chains similar to those of phospholipid molecules. On the other hand, a more hydrophilic molecular rotor can be created when both nitrile groups are replaced by carboxy groups, leading to a dicarbocyvinylaniline fluorophore. 65 In this case, a hydrophilic linker would be attached to the amine to complete the ratiometric dye. One additional consideration is the recently observed formation of photoisomers. 65--66 As soon as the ICT electron acceptor is asymmetric (for example, in CCVJ), light exposure rapidly leads to the formation of an isomer of lower quantum yield. In steady--state spectroscopy, photoisomerization occurs rapidly, resulting in only one dominant specimen. However, for time--resolved
Conclusions
Fluorescent probes have evolved into molecular-sized sensors that allow highly accurate quantitative measurements. Three key metrics play a role: Emission wavelength (usually influenced by the environment's polarity), 67 fluorescent quantum yield (influenced by quenching, protonation or other environmental factors), and fluorescent lifetime. The latter two are linearly related, and time--resolved spectroscopy can serve to accurately measure the quantum yield. Conversely, steady--state spectroscopy depends on several factors other than quantum yield. In the case of molecular rotors, whose quantum yield depends on the environment's microviscosity, measurement precision is limited to relative measurements. One approach to eliminate those external factors, the use of a second emission band, has gained recent popularity. Fluorescent molecular rotors can be designed to have two emission bands, whose ratio cancels out the external factors. Alternatively, a dye system can be constructed that consists of a molecular rotor and a non--sensitive reference unit. Such dye combinations have been shown to provide viscosity in actual physical units of mPa•s. 68 More recently, similar dye systems have been introduced that are based on BODIPY sensing units. These dye systems allow a high degree of flexibility in their chemical structure, and they can be targeted to specific environments. As such, they promise new applications as quantitative reporters in cell membranes, 53, 69 for bulk fluids, 70 for polymerization dynamics 39c and whole body imaging.
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